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1 Introduction 3 Self-supervised Learning  

2 Initializing Automatic Detection 
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Optical flow is used to collect reliable pos/neg samples  

An FCN is trained using these samples 

The model extends beyond the original & produces more 

samples 

Table 1: Accuracy of  Detection 

Table 2: Evaluation of   
Posture representation 

Table 3: Evaluation of  sequence representation 

Predicting the fitness of  Skilled 
Motor function 
Comparison between our prediction 

and Expert scores 
Experts assess grasping by scoring ten 

criteria 

We circumvent this tedious manual 

analysis by directly mapping sequences 
to a final fitness score 

Goal: learn a representation of  posture and behavior 

Rehabilitation Analysis 
 Long-term recordings during rehabilitation 
 Behavior analysis can reveal subtle   

 changes in motor function during recovery 

 We relate the behavior to healthy  

  kinematics (Baseline) and impaired 
  samples from 2 days after the surgery 

 Provides similarity of  motor function at 

  any stage to Baseline and 2 days 

Self-supervised Training and Evaluation on Olympic Sports 

Transferring the Learned Representation to Leeds Sports 

Table 5: Mean PCP-measure of  the Leeds Sports Dataset 

Table 4: Mean of  the average AUC of  all categories of  the Olympic Sports Dataset 

Averaging the 100NN of  a query frame from 
category Long Jump and Hammer Throw 

Similarity Matrices of  the category 
Long Jump using (a) our approach 
and (b) CliqueCNN 

Typical  
Approaches 
Complex parametric model 

Time-intensive labeling 

Limited amount of  data 

Experts required 

Subjective interpretation 

Our automatic 
Approach 
Model-free 

No labeling needed 

Scales to arbitrary size 

Fully automatic 

Objective evaluation 

 Extract the object of  interest 

Self-supervised task:  

 

 Input: real and permuted sequences 
 

    where is the cropped detection of  frame  
 

     and the flexible length of  sequence 
 

 The Mini-batches are composed as  
 
 
 
 
        
      where  is the label of  sequence   in 
 
 

      and a random permutation  
 

Bootstrap retraining: The CNN with improved posture representation is  
  fine-tuned on the initial detection task providing more samples. This, in  
  turn, enhances the learning of  posture and behavior. 

Time 

A CNN-LSTM network is trained using a surrogate task without labels 

 LSTM learns the sequence representation from permuted sequences 

 Fine-grained posture details determine behavior & sequence ordering 

Back-prop to individual frame improves the posture representation 

 

Behavior analysis is a crucial, non-invasive diagnostic tool, 
revealing distinct functional deficits and their restoration 
during recovery/learning 

Long 
 jump 

Motivation: 

 End-to-End learning of  individual postures & overall  
 behavior from unlabelled videos 

 Self-supervision by ordering entire sequences 

 Learning fine-grained postures indirectly by training on 
sequences 

Grasping 

LSTM Self-Supervision  
for Detailed Behavior Analysis 


